Lenovo recommends
Windows 11 Pro for business

Powering hybrid
work with all-new
Windows 11 on
Lenovo ThinkBook
A lot has changed in the way we work – including our transition
to hybrid work. Employees now prefer a good mix of office and
remote work, with 68% looking to work from home three or two
days a week.1 No wonder the technology needs are changing,
so the workforce can work unperturbed wherever they are.
Designed for the new world of hybrid work, Lenovo ThinkBook
integrates with the next-generation Windows 11 features
to make your workforce instantly productive, collaborate smarter,
and secure your business data like never before.
Simple, powerful UX to improve employee productivity
and focus
Windows 11-exclusive Teams experiences for an easy way
to collaborate
Zero Trust-ready OS to protect data and access, anywhere
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Make a difference in your workday
with Windows 11 on Lenovo ThinkBook
Take productivity up a notch with Lenovo ThinkBook Plus Gen 2 i
Use your voice to type with Windows 11. Pull out the garaged
pen to auto-launch the note-taking app. Read, review, or annotate
on the E-ink screen, even in standby mode.
Customize your feed and stay up to date with personalized Windows 11
widgets. The rich and slick interface keeps you focused and informed
even when you take a break.
Cloud-based start menu on Windows 11 remembers your apps and files,
allowing you to start exactly where you left off, reducing the need
for you to remember things.

Achieve effective collaboration with Lenovo ThinkBook 15 Gen 2 i
Microsoft Teams integration on Windows 11 lets you share content straight
from the taskbar and use the instant mute/unmute for better meetings.2
Collaborate better from anywhere with integrated Bluetooth earbuds,
dual-array mics, and AI-based noise cancelation.
Chat from Microsoft Teams on Windows 11 lets you instantly connect
through text, chat, voice, or video with all your contacts, anywhere, across
Windows, Android, or iOS.

Top-notch security integrated into Lenovo ThinkBook 13x i
Windows 11 Zero Trust out-of-the-box security safeguards your data
and devices in addition to built-in automated protection from the chip
to the cloud.
Windows Hello with IR camera enables near fool-proof biometric
authentication to prevent unauthorized access to your device.
Smart Power On fingerprint authentication offers instant and secure logins;
Trusted Platform Module 2.0 encrypts sensitive data while ThinkShutter
provides camera privacy.

Perform better and pursue new opportunities that come your way with Windows 11
on Lenovo ThinkBook.
Get Started
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